
Man vs. Wild has been off air for what seems like an 
eternity, when in reality they haven’t been putting out 
new episodes since late 2011.  Even still, the Bear Grylls 
mentality remains etched in my mind.  Where would I 
go if I were Bear?  What innocent woodland creature 
would I eat?  Here are a few places that Bear Grylls 
could still venture.

Mall of America.  With millions of square feet of shop-
ping area open to explore, Bear must make his way 
through each of the 5 anchor stores, gathering food 
along the way.  Survival is dependent on his ability to 
steer clear of angry children, overweight parents, and 
shopaholic tweens that could tear a man clean in half 
with a single swipe of their talons.

Korean DMZ.  On top of finding clean water and ed-
ible critters, Bear must dodge bullets and evade cap-
ture along the highly militarized stretch separating North 
and South Korea.  Bear monkeys with derelict equip-
ment leftover from the war, narrowly escaping injury 
after detonating an active anti-tank mine.

Nuclear Power Plant.  Food and clean water are scarce 
commodities for Bear this episode.  Tasked with escap-
ing the reactor room and making his way to the pickup 
point at the top of a 350 foot tall cooling tower, Bear 
risks everything when he mistakes a spent fuel pool for 
a unassuming hot spring.  
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Enjoy reading the Bull?  Enjoy us in your 
inbox, too!  Drop us a line at bull@mtu.
edu and we’ll hook you up every day.

It’s March, and college students across the  nation 
know what that means:  Spring Break.   Hundreds of 
thousands of students will gain a temporary reprieve 
from classes, and many will spend the time partying in 
exotic locations.  Some stay at home and catch up on 
sleep, reading, and video games.  Still others sign up for 
service projects, building homes, visiting the elderly, or 
missionary work.  These “alternative spring breaks” are 
becoming increasingly popular.  

Richard Branson, eccentric billionaire founder of the 
Virgin empire, is hoping to cash in on the recent trend.   
Branson, who is helping to launch the space tourism 
industry, is a logistics guy.  In his most recent interview, 
he explained his idea for an interesting “alternative 
spring break.”  

“You see, space tourism is about to take off.  We’re going 
to be sending hundreds, and then thousands of people 
up to explore the space surrounding our little rock here.  
These tourists are going to lure other corporations to 
the stars.  McDonalds already has plans to open up a 
restaurant on the International Space Station.  Starbucks 
wants a shop on a comet.  Hell, the NHL is talking about 
expanding to include a lunar team, the Whalers.  All of this 
money and greed going to space makes me a bit sick.  

So, what’s the point of this talk?  What are all of these 
tourists going to be producing?  TRASH.  Think of it.  

Virgin Alternative 
Spring Break

see Starfox on back see 64 on back

The first panacea for a mismanaged nation is 
inflation of the currency; the second is war. 
Both bring a temporary prosperity; both bring a 
permanent ruin. But both are the refuge of political 

and economic opportunists.
-- Ernest Hemingway
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Disney World.  Between hopping across roller coaster tracks and skipping 
giant lines to the grub shack, Bear must withstand the blistering Florida heat 
and immense travel distances across the park.  When the power goes out in 
Space Mountain, Bear faced with a choice: save himself and get out alive, or 
stay behind and console small children, risking his life in the process.

Abandoned Metro.  Bear is challenged to survive the dark and dangerous 
abandoned metro stations beneath the streets of New York.  Bear must en-
dure constant bombardment by rat feces and hobo harassment while avoid-
ing subway cars barreling down the tubes from all directions.

Set of Honey Boo Boo.  Possibly his most difficult encounter yet, Bear is 
faced with no other option but to collapse the entire house on top of the 
fat slugs in order to make a break for it.  One false move and he’d suffer a 
fate worse than death – a life stuck in a fantasy world where pigs are raised 
as children and are spoon-fed lard by their overbearing parents.  He’s gotta 
get out of this one alive!

The Moon.  With a limited amount of oxygen and a few other key survival 
tools, Bear must construct a spaceship, harvest ice from deep within lunar 
craters to create fuel, and escape to his near-Earth orbit pickup point.  Bear 
will need to use all of his survival training to help him survive this hostile 
environment. 

Straws moving at hundreds of miles 
a second.  Spilled lattes destroying 
sensitive computer equipment.  AN-
OTHER NHL TEAM in the desert (of the 
moon)!  No janitor is going to want to 
work in weightless conditions.   Thus, 
we had to think outside of the box.  
Kids on Spring Break!  They volunteer 
to collect tourist trash, we send them 
to space for a week!  It’s a win-win.  
Now, excuse me as I drink this 100 
year old scotch out of this priceless 
Ming vase.”

Branson’s program, tentatively slated 
to start in 2015, will require a 2-month 
training process, including weightless 
training, jetpack use, and learning how 
to adequately use one of those sticks 
with the claw on the end, to actu-
ally collect the trash.  Candidates are 
already filling out applications, some 
of them before they graduate middle 
school.  
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The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for 
buying our own damn printer that this publication 
is printed on.  We would also like to thank the 
Student Activity Fee for helping to pay for our 
paper and toner costs.
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FYI
We will not be printing 
a Friday issue this week.

See you 
all after break!
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Coming after Spring Break!


